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To conceive and develop suitable materials for the plasma-facing components of fusion reactors is a 
major endeavour on the way towards economic fusion power production. During operation the plasma 
facing materials have to fulfil very complex and sometimes contradicting requirements which have to 
be reconciled by materials engineering. These requirements span from plasma compatibility, low 
erosion and the related long lifetime, controllable tritium inventory, from thermomechanical stability 
and good heat transfer properties to stability under neutron irradiation and, possibly, to low neutron 
activation. The plasma-facing materials are bonded to a structural or heat sink material which is low 
activation steel for the first wall, or to a high thermal conductivity heat sink for the divertor.  
At present, tungsten-based materials show the highest promise as plasma-facing material. 
Experiments in the ASDEX Upgrade tokamak at IPP indicate that plasma operation is feasible with 
walls and divertor surfaces mostly covered with tungsten. Calculations of the erosion lifetime indicate 
that continued reactor operation for several years may be possible. Thick tungsten coatings have been 
deposited by plasma spraying on ferritic/martensitic first wall mock-ups and show good adhesion and 
stability. The bonding technology to Cu-based heat sink materials is being developed for ITER. 
Alloying of tungsten with plasma compatible elements may intermit the runaway oxidation under 
accidental air ingress.  
Recent breakthroughs in ceramic thin film barrier technology show that the tritium used in the fusion 
device can be prevented from migrating into materials structures and from entering the coolant. These 
barrier films are based on atomically deposited crystalline alumina or erbia. 
Alternative divertor heat sink materials with very high thermal conductivity have to operate at 
temperatures well beyond those accessible with existing copper-based materials. SiC-fibre reinforced 
copper composites which are presently being developed should allow operation at reactor relevant 
coolant temperatures. 
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